
CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 8
FACTORING AND SOLVING 
POLYNOMIALSPOLYNOMIALS

Section 8.1: 
Factoring trinomials with no leading coefficientFactoring trinomials with no leading coefficient,
factoring difference of two squares
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Quiz ResultsQuiz Results

Mean: 80%
If you didn’t take it, your first score is zero, y , y ,
and your only try is your retake.
Retakes by next Monday before class
I will be out of town Thursday and Friday

Skill test feedback sent by email
New score written in pinkp
New circles in pink and pink stars show 
where you need work



Quiz Chapter 7 feedbackQuiz Chapter 7 feedback

Describe polynomial: 
Degree is highest exponent: linear=1, quadratic g g p , q
=2, cubic=3
Number of different variables, not how many 
ti  i bl   i  itimes variable appears in expression

Combine and evaluate functions
M  tl  bi dMany correctly combined
Then multiplied that function by value that was 
supplied instead of finding function value at that supplied instead of finding function value at that 
variable value

Subtracting instead of dividingSubtracting instead of dividing



Factoring trinomialsFactoring trinomials

Factoring is the opposite of multiplying
Find expressions that have a product Find expressions that have a product 
equal to the given expression
Some polynomials are PRIME: 

have no factors



Product of binomialsProduct of binomials
F O I L methodF.O.I.L. method

F   L   F   L

( 3)( 5)(x+3)(x+5)
O  I    I O

Combine like terms: x2+8x+15
Factoring is the oppositeFactoring is the opposite



Factored PolynomialFactored Polynomial

The expressions are factors of the 
polynomialpolynomial
x2+8x+15= (x+3)(x+5)
Examine last terms of factors
Their sum is the coefficient of the middle Their sum is the coefficient of the middle 
term
Their product is last termTheir product is last term



To factor a polynomialTo factor a polynomial

x2+8x+15
Find pair of numbers whose product is 15  Find pair of numbers whose product is 15, 
and whose sum is 8
F t  th  l t t  (th  t t)Factor the last term (the constant)

Write list:1·15=15, 3·5=15

Find sum of the factors in a pair
1+15=16: not the coefficient of the middle term 
3+5=8: this one works for it

Write: x2+8x+15= (x+3)(x+5)( )( )



Let’s try theseLet s try these

x2+6x+8
x2+8x+12x +8x+12
x2+10x+21

2 11 28x2—11x+28
x2—12x+36
Always check the sum of inside product 
and outside product!!p
(You chose the values to be factors of last 
term, so you shouldn’t need to check it), y )



Two variable polynomialsTwo variable polynomials

x2+5xy+6y2

Factors of last termFactors of last term
6y·y, 2y·3y

Use x and y in each binomial



Write in rank order to solveWrite in rank order to solve

14x+x2+49
2x 24+x22x—24+x2



Some polynomials are PRIME: Some polynomials are PRIME: 

no factors other than itself
x2+4x+6x2+4x+6
Factors of 6: 1·6, 2·3
Sum of factors =7, =5: neither are 4
So polynomial is primeSo polynomial is prime
3x—15+x2



Quadratics with two termsQuadratics with two terms

Quadratic means it is squared, 2nd degree
x2 16x2-16
x2+2x

B h f  diff  Both factor: different ways



x2 16x2-16

Difference of two squares: 
need to recognize this!!need to recognize this!!
Find square root of each term
These are terms of binomial factors
Conjugate factorsConjugate factors
(x-4)(x+4)



x2+2xx2+2x

There is a common factor to each term: x
x(x+2)x(x+2)
Always look for common factors
Factors of polynomials are not always 
binomialsbinomials



Calculator checksCalculator checks

Put original and factors into calculator on 
y= linesy= lines
Graph to see if they are the same or 
diff tdifferent
If = is highlighted, it will be on graph

Can graph separately
Arrow to = sign, hit enter to select or notArrow to  sign, hit enter to select or not

Be sure ‘plot’s are not highlighted



Calculator checksCalculator checks

Use table to compare values in one 
expression and anotherexpression and another
Put each expression into y= lines
Be sure both are selected
2nd TBL SET (yellow: window)2 TBL SET (yellow: window)

Start=0, ∆Tbl=1, Indpnt:Auto, Depend:Auto

2nd TABLE (yellow: graph)2nd TABLE (yellow: graph)
Y1 | Y2 columns in table after X



Calculator assistsCalculator assists

Having trouble coming up with possible 
factor pairs that sum to proper value?factor pairs that sum to proper value?
Put expression into calculator
Graph
Zoom to see if it crosses x axis anywhereZoom to see if it crosses x axis anywhere
Whole numbers are the opposite of 
second terms of the binomial factorssecond terms of the binomial factors




